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About Us
With immense manufacturing experience of 18 years, Charu Papers has evolved not just
only an invitation company, but a brand itself. With our renowned 24x7 services, we have
sprawled our business in more than 17 states in USA and other countries, globally. Our
huge range of products, unmatched printing techniques, impeccable services and
unique methodologies are something we are proud upon and which helped us to carve
a paramount position in this industry. With our constant R&D and next-generation ideas,
we have invented new methods of creating innovative invites like never before.
Our arduous efforts in everything we did, gained us a customer satisfaction of 98%, which
is highest in this industry. Services like Dedicated Account Managers, Customised
Solutions, Expeditious Products & Services Delivery and One-On-One Meeting
Sessions, helped us to revitalise this industry from a whole new perspective.

Our Vision
Since the inception, we had a very clear vision…To create Products & Services, unmatched
in quality, expeditious in every aspect and economical for everyone.
We integrated Products & Services so well, that they became a part of this entire
ecosystem of manufacturing. To defy the Time Zone difference, we built Support and
Design teams which work 24x7, 365 days a year. We didn’t just stop here…..we
deployed Key Accounts managers to our vendors, offering them personalised help and
support. 
 With our transparent ethics towards business, customer-centric approach, best-in-class
products and high precision manufacturing, we are working strenuously to
make this entire invitation industry, a widely respected and renowned global business.





Our Journey


 	 2003
 	Inception of Charu Papers
	Started with 3 dealers across USA
	Introduced Silk Screen Printing in invitations



 

	 2007
 	Participated in NSS for the first time
	Started full fledged manufacturing with various techniques
	Started Hot Foil Printing / Stamping with new technology
	Launched our first album, Wedding Vol. 1
	Introduced 24×7 Customer Support and Proofing / Designing Dept.



 
 
	 2008
 	Got our first custom invite order
	Launched our first Mitzvah album
	Started full scale custom invitations manufacturing
	New techniques of Guest List printing introduced
	Won prestigious LOUIE award at NSS for the first time



 

	 2009
 	Launched Holiday, Mitzvah Vol.2, Wedding Vol.2 and other albums
	Won our 2nd LOUIE award at NSS in 2009
	Number of vendors rose to 200+



 
 
	 2010
 	Won 3rd LOUIE award at NSS in 2010
	Introduced Flock printing on invitations (First in it’s class)
	Started working on Sample Kits which became a trend setter
	Expansion of business to Australia and Europe



 

	 2013
 	Launched high end invites in one album – Ornate collection 
	Started a dedicated QC Dept. for quality assurance
	Devised a way to make acrylic invites in high quality with lower prices
	Launched acrylic invites
	Started in-house custom laser cut designs
	Started mass scale manufacturing of boxes
	Introduced folios in Satin, Silk And Cotton fabrics
	Started comprehensive personal visits to every vendor
	Introduced UV Printing with Silk Screen Printing for the first time in industry
	Introduced automated quotes creation system for dealers



 
 
	 2018
 	Started “Dedicated Key Accounts Manager” program for our vendors
	Designed marketing programs and custom solutions for our vendors
	Reinvented LetterPress printing
	Introduced Neo-UV Printing for the first time in industry
	Started edge gilding and edge printing in 2 Foil colors



 

	 2019
 	Massive development in Printing, Products & Services
	Running R&D programs for “Perfect Printing Solutions” on different materials



 
 
	 2020
 	Introduction of Special Thermography printing
	Launched the most amazing sample kit ever – Summers 2020
	Started Edge Printing with Foil on Round cornered invites
	Business expansion in new states and cities



 

	Acquired 'Lemon Tree Stationery'

	 2021
 	Created sensational “Summers 2020” collection for mitzvahs and custom designs. 
	Started a brand new product line – Acrylic Goodies (Gifts & Utilities made of acrylics)
	Designed wedding invitations from ground-up and launched as “Knots & Bells” collection. 
	Introduced “Advanced Thermography”



 
 




 




 

Achievements



Customer Satisfaction

98%


  Years in Business

18


  
Associated Retailers

490


  Orders Completed

50000+


  
Annual Growth

60%


  Employees Satisfaction

95%


  





Featured Products


	 Advanced Addressing
	Knots & Bells
	Summers 2020
	Acrylic Goodies
	Custom Invitations
	Custom Boxes
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Appreciation
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Gabriella Gilles
When looking at any great business a key component to success is great partnership. Having been partnered with Charu papers its been a joy to collaborate and create amazing designs and seeing top notch quality work. I look forward to many more years of this wonderful partnership!
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Shannon Buchholz
Amazing…BAR & BATS…CUSTOMER SERVICE…Detailed…Exciting…Fabulous… Great… Helpful…Inviting…Joy…KREATIVE…Liners…Masterful…Notable…Orders… PAPERS…Qualified…Resources…Superb…Trendy…Unique…Versatile… WEDDINGS…Xcellent…YAY…Z BEST!
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Katy Ackerman
Charu Papers is an absolutely amazing company that I don’t know what I would do without! Not only is the quality of their products 10/10, their customer service team is incredible. I send almost 100% of my work to Charu because I know they will deliver a perfect product every time, on time! Their 2 day, included shipping is so important in this fast paced industry. I am so grateful I found this wonderful team to work with.
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Miriam Meyer
I have been working with Charu Papers ever since I found them at the stationery show x years ago. They have truly evolved as a company because they listen to their clients. They have become faster, more efficient and cutting edge. There’s nothing they can’t and won’t do. Their response time is excellent and their turnaround time is second to none. They have become my go-to company!!
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Leslie Goldberg
We love creating invitations with Charu Papers. Their customer service and reliability makes it very easy to work with. They are always so quick to respond and have never let us down! Thank you Charu Papers for always making us look good!
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Lilia Shatnaya
Working with Charu Papers has been absolutely amazing. Their gorgeous printing process has allowed me to grow my business ten fold. Everyone at Charu Papers is attentive, responsive and their prices cant be beat. I have never experienced such a level of professionalism from another business. Everything from Quoting, proofing, quality control and delivery is seamless. I couldn’t have done it without you guys. Thank you so much for all the hard work and dedication you put into everything you do!
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Gina Kashefi
I love working with Charu Papers. They are all very courteous, answer my questions immediately and provide great customer service. They are always on the cutting edge, pushing for more innovative ideas and I’m very happy with the quality of their work.
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Serina Canciglia, CARDTURE
Charu Papers makes INDIA feel like they are in NEW JERSEY 🙂 AMAZING customer service & impeccable product. Work with the BEST.
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